Assessing speech recognition in noise for listeners with a signal processor hearing aid.
Hearing aids with signal processors use advanced circuitry to enhance speech recognition in noise. The effectiveness of these processors has not been well established. The purpose of this study was to evaluate performance on a speech recognition in noise task for listeners wearing a Zeta signal processor aid with the processor turned on and with the processor turned off. In addition, comparisons were made to performance while unaided and aided with a conventional hearing aid. A simple adaptive procedure and a psychometric function were the procedures used. Results for normal-hearing subjects indicate performance was usually better without a hearing aid. Performance when aided was similar for the processor on and the conventional aid. Performance in both of these conditions was clearly better than with the signal processor off. Although results for the hearing-impaired subjects varied widely, there was a trend for better performance with the conventional aid and with the signal processor on than for the signal processor off condition.